1

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Has owned a motorcycle

Has more than three
siblings

Likes to eat anchovies on Has watched every Star
a pizza
Trek Movie

Born the same month in
which you were

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has the same taste in
music

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Loves the sport of
baseball

Someone with the same Whose favorite season is Has lived on both sides
winter
of the country
favorite fruit as you

FREE

Likes to water ski

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Someone whose favorite
Has a vegetable garden
color is purple

Has driven a car with
Has picked a bucket of
one foot hanging out the
berries
driver's window

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Has left Christmas lights Has ever fallen asleep on Has swallowed anything
up past Easter
the beach
still living

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

2

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Whose favorite season is Has lived on both sides
Has owned a motorcycle
winter
of the country

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Likes to eat anchovies on Has ever fallen asleep on
a pizza
the beach

Born the same month in
which you were

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has the same taste in
music

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Someone with the same
favorite fruit as you

Loves the sport of
baseball

FREE

Likes to water ski

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Someone whose favorite
Has a vegetable garden
color is purple

Has driven a car with
Has picked a bucket of
one foot hanging out the
berries
driver's window

Has watched every Star
Trek Movie

Has left Christmas lights
up past Easter

Has swallowed anything
still living

Has more than three
siblings

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

3

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Has more than three
siblings

Someone with the same Whose favorite season is Has lived on both sides
winter
of the country
favorite fruit as you

Has swallowed anything Likes to eat anchovies on Has picked a bucket of
still living
a pizza
berries

Born the same month in Has ever fallen asleep on
which you were
the beach

Has the same taste in
music

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Likes to water ski

FREE
Has driven a car with
one foot hanging out the
driver's window

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Someone whose favorite
Has a vegetable garden
color is purple

Loves the sport of
baseball

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Has left Christmas lights Has watched every Star
Has owned a motorcycle
up past Easter
Trek Movie

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

4

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has left Christmas lights
up past Easter

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has more than three
siblings

Someone with the same
favorite fruit as you

Someone whose favorite Has picked a bucket of
color is purple
berries

Born the same month in Has ever fallen asleep on
which you were
the beach

FREE

Has driven a car with
Whose favorite season is
one foot hanging out the
Has a vegetable garden
winter
driver's window

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Likes to water ski

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Has lived on both sides
of the country

Has the same taste in
music

Has watched every Star
Trek Movie

Likes to eat anchovies on Has swallowed anything
a pizza
still living

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Loves the sport of
baseball

Has owned a motorcycle

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

5

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has left Christmas lights
up past Easter

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has more than three
siblings

Has swallowed anything Whose favorite season is Has lived on both sides
winter
of the country
still living

Someone whose favorite Has picked a bucket of
color is purple
berries

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Has ever fallen asleep on
the beach

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Someone with the same
Has a vegetable garden
favorite fruit as you

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Likes to water ski

FREE
Has owned a motorcycle

Born the same month in Has watched every Star
which you were
Trek Movie

Likes to eat anchovies on
a pizza

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Has the same taste in
music

Loves the sport of
baseball

Has driven a car with
one foot hanging out the
driver's window

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

6

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Born the same month in
which you were

Has more than three
siblings

Has swallowed anything Has left Christmas lights
still living
up past Easter

Has lived on both sides
of the country

Has driven a car with
Has picked a bucket of
one foot hanging out the
berries
driver's window

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Loves the sport of
baseball

Has watched every Star
Trek Movie

Has ever fallen asleep on
Has owned a motorcycle
the beach

FREE

Likes to eat anchovies on
a pizza

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Whose favorite season is
winter

Has the same taste in
music

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Someone with the same
Has a vegetable garden
favorite fruit as you

Likes to water ski

Someone whose favorite
color is purple

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

7

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Loves the sport of
baseball

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Has picked a bucket of
berries

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has more than three
siblings

Has owned a motorcycle

Has watched every Star
Trek Movie

FREE

Has swallowed anything Has ever fallen asleep on
the beach
still living

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Has a vegetable garden

Someone with the same Likes to eat anchovies on
a pizza
favorite fruit as you

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Likes to water ski

Has left Christmas lights Born the same month in
up past Easter
which you were

Has the same taste in
music

Has lived on both sides
of the country

Has driven a car with
Someone whose favorite Whose favorite season
one foot hanging out the
color is purple
is winter
driver's window

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

8

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has driven a car with
Born the same month in
Has picked a bucket of Whose favorite season is
one foot hanging out the Has owned a motorcycle
which you were
winter
berries
driver's window

Has lived on both sides
of the country

Loves the sport of
baseball

Has more than three
siblings

Has the same taste in
music

Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Has watched every Star
Trek Movie

FREE

Has swallowed anything
still living

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Someone whose favorite
color is purple

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Has a vegetable garden

Someone who speaks
Likes to eat anchovies on
more than one foreign
a pizza
language

Someone with the same
favorite fruit as you

Likes to water ski

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Has ever fallen asleep on Has left Christmas lights
the beach
up past Easter

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

9

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Has driven a car with
Whose favorite season is
Has picked a bucket of
one foot hanging out the Has owned a motorcycle
winter
berries
driver's window

Born the same month in
which you were

Has more than three
siblings

Likes to eat anchovies on Has left Christmas lights
a pizza
up past Easter

FREE

Someone whose favorite
color is purple

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Someone with the same
favorite fruit as you

Has the same taste in
music

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Loves the sport of
baseball

Has swallowed anything Has watched every Star
still living
Trek Movie

Has a vegetable garden

Someone who speaks
more than one foreign
language

Has lived on both sides
of the country

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Has ever fallen asleep on
the beach

Likes to water ski

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

10

ICE BREAKER BINGO
Has seen the play
"Wicked"

Has picked a bucket of
berries

Has been to an
amusement park this
year

Has lived in a foreign
country for over six
months

Likes to eat anchovies on Has swallowed anything
a pizza
still living

Someone who speaks
Has lived on both sides
more than one foreign Has owned a motorcycle
of the country
language

Has ever fallen asleep on
the beach

FREE

Has more than three
siblings

Likes to water ski

Whose favorite season is Has watched every Star
winter
Trek Movie

Has a vegetable garden

Has been in the same
room when someone
passed away

Born the same month in
which you were

Someone that prefers
Pepsi to Coke

Has the same taste in
music

Has driven a car with
Has left Christmas lights
Someone with the same
one foot hanging out the
up past Easter
favorite fruit as you
driver's window

Loves the sport of
baseball

Someone whose favorite
color is purple

Have someone in the room sign inside one box that applies to them. You may only have one signature per person.

